
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 
-----------------------------------------------------------------x 
 
Queens West Development Corporation;  
AvalonBay Communities, Inc., 
Avalon Riverview North, LLC,  
f/k/a Avalon Riverview III, LLC;   
         AMENDED COMPLAINT 
    Plaintiffs, 
         Case No. 3:10-cv-4876 
  - against -       
          
Honeywell International, Inc. 
 
    Defendant. 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------x 
 
 Plaintiffs, the Queens West Development Corporation ("QWDC"), AvalonBay 

Communities, Inc. (“AvalonBay”), and Avalon Riverview North, LLC f/k/a Avalon Riverview 

III, LLC ("Avalon North"), by their attorneys Sive, Paget & Riesel, P.C., for their Amended 

Complaint in the above-captioned action against Honeywell International, Inc. ("Honeywell"), 

allege as follows: 

1. This action is brought pursuant to (i) the Comprehensive Environmental 

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq. ("CERCLA"), and (ii) the 

Court's supplemental jurisdiction over state law causes of action, for costs and damages incurred 

and to be incurred by Plaintiffs to investigate and remediate historic environmental 

contamination caused by Honeywell's legal predecessor, the Warren Chemical and 

Manufacturing Company, incorporated in New York State ("Warren NY"), and its successors, 

which owned and operated the Warren Chemical Works on property located along the East River 

waterfront in Long Island City, Queens, New York, that is now designated for redevelopment 
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and being redeveloped as part of the Queens West Development Project ("Queens West 

Development"). 

2. Between approximately 1855 and 1899, Warren NY operated the Warren 

Chemical Works on property now known as Parcels 8 and 9 of the Queens West Development, 

as well as on a portion of what is now a New York City street between Parcels 8 and 9, known as 

Center Boulevard (collectively, the "Site").     

3. The Warren Chemical Works produced roofing and paving products including 

various coal tar distillates, oils, and other products, by processing and distilling coal tar and 

asphalt in large boilers and stills.   

4. Decades of operations at the Warren Chemical Works resulted in the release and 

disposal of substantial amounts of coal tar, creosote material, and related hazardous substances 

(hereinafter collectively referred to as the "coal tar contamination") into the soil and groundwater 

at and under the Site.  

5. QWDC, as well as AvalonBay, Avalon North, and the now dissolved Avalon 

Riverview II, LLC (collectively, "Avalon") have conducted investigation and remediation of the 

Site and Off-Site Area under the oversight and approval of the New York State Department of 

Environmental Conservation ("NYSDEC"), pursuant to the NYSDEC's Brownfield Cleanup 

Program ("BCP") and Voluntary Cleanup Program ("VCP"), as described in detail below. 

6. Remedial investigations have revealed substantial amounts of coal tar 

contamination in the subsurface at the Site located generally within the former footprint of the 

Warren Chemical Works.  In addition, QWDC and Avalon, in consultation with NYSDEC, have 

investigated subsurface conditions to the immediate south and west of Parcel 8 and Center 

Boulevard (the "Off-Site Area").     
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7. The coal tar contamination consists largely of naphthalene, a toxin, a hazardous 

substance under CERCLA, and a substance that has been identified as an anticipated carcinogen 

by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.   

8. Subsequent to investigation and remediation, properties in the Queens West 

Development have been and will be redeveloped for residential, commercial and recreational 

uses.  Parcel 9 is currently the location of a high-rise residential building, which was constructed 

after investigation and remediation under the BCP of the coal tar contamination on that property.  

Parcel 8 is planned to house a public library and park headquarters building to serve adjacent 

waterfront park space.   Parcel 8 and Center Boulevard are in the process of remedial planning 

under the BCP and VCP, respectively, to address coal tar contamination.   

9. As a result of the releases and disposals of coal tar contamination at the Site, 

Plaintiffs have incurred necessary response costs as defined by CERCLA consistent with the 

National Contingency Plan ("NCP"), including but not limited to investigation and remediation 

costs. 

10. Plaintiffs have incurred approximately $16 million or more in investigation and 

remediation costs to date for the Site and Off-Site Area. 

11. Total response costs to investigate and remediate the coal tar contamination are 

estimated to meet or exceed $20 million. 

12. Warren NY was acquired by the Barrett Manufacturing Company ("Barrett") by 

June 1899, and operations at the Site continued until 1909 or later under a newly-formed Barrett 

subsidiary, also called the Warren Chemical and Manufacturing Company, but incorporated in 

New Jersey ("Warren NJ").  Barrett later became part of the Allied Chemical & Dye 

Corporation, which later became Allied-Signal Inc., and then Honeywell.   
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13. Defendant Honeywell is the legal successor-in-interest to Warren NY, Warren NJ, 

and Barrett, and those companies' liabilities, as a result of a series of mergers, acquisitions, and 

name changes.   

14. Honeywell has admitted to the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

("EPA") that it is the successor-in-interest to Barrett.  

15. Plaintiffs have demanded that Honeywell reimburse them for past and future costs 

of investigation and remediation relating to the Site.  Honeywell has denied that it is liable for 

these response costs. 

PARTIES 

16. QWDC is a subsidiary of the New York State Urban Development Corporation, 

d/b/a Empire State Development ("ESD"), co-owned by ESD and the Port Authority of New 

York and New Jersey.  ESD is a public benefit corporation created by an act of the New York 

State Legislature, a corporate governmental agency, and political subdivision of the State of New 

York. See Urban Development Corp. Act., NY Unconsol. Law § 6254 (McKinney 2000).  ESD 

created QWDC for the primary corporate purpose of implementing a plan for the revitalization of 

the Queens West Development.   

17. QWDC's primary offices are at 633 Third Avenue, New York, NY, 10017.   

18. Avalon North is a limited liability company incorporated pursuant to the laws of 

Delaware, with principal offices located at 275 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY, 10001.     

19. QWDC is the owner of Parcels 8 and 9 in the Queens West Development.   

20. Avalon North is the designated developer of Parcel 9, and leases it from QWDC 

under a ground lease.   
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21. Avalon North entered into a Brownfield Cleanup Agreement ("BCA") under 

NYSDEC's BCP (BCA No. W2-1060-05-03) as a volunteer to conduct investigation and 

remediation of Parcel 9 as approved by NYSDEC.   

22. Avalon Riverview II, LLC ("Avalon II") was a limited liability company 

incorporated pursuant to the laws of Delaware.    Avalon II was dissolved in or about April 2005. 

23. Avalon II formerly leased Parcel 8 from QWDC under a ground lease.  Avalon 

II's ground lease of Parcel 8 terminated on June 30, 2004, and Avalon North assumed Avalon II's 

obligations pursuant to the lease.  Avalon II and Avalon North entered into a BCA with DEC 

(BCA No. W2-1059-05-03) as volunteers to conduct investigation and remediation of Parcel 8 as 

approved by NYSDEC.  The Parcel 8 BCA was subsequently amended to include QWDC as a 

party, as a volunteer. 

24. Avalon North is, and Avalon II was, a wholly owned subsidiary of AvalonBay, 

which has paid and is paying invoices for some of the response costs claimed herein.  These 

costs have been and are being allocated to Avalon North or Avalon II, as applicable, in 

accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.  AvalonBay succeeded to the rights 

of Avalon II upon its dissolution. 

25. QWDC has agreed to investigate and remediate that portion of Center Boulevard 

that lies between Parcels 8 & 9 ("Center Boulevard") pursuant to a Voluntary Cleanup 

Agreement with NYSDEC, Index No. D2-0003-98-10 for Site. No. V100194A. 

26. Honeywell is a business incorporated under the laws of Delaware, doing business 

in New Jersey, whose world headquarters are located at 101 Columbia Road, 

Morristown, NJ, 07962.   

27. Honeywell is the corporate successor to the following entities:  
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a. Warren NY;  

b. Warren NJ;  

c. Barrett, a/k/a The Barrett Company; 

d. Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation ("Allied"), a/k/a the Allied Chemical 

Corporation, a/k/a Allied Corporation; 

e.  Allied-Signal Inc. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

28. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 42 

U.S.C. §§ 9607(a), 9613(g)(2), and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1332, and 1367.   

29. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and 42 U.S.C. § 

9613(b) insofar as Honeywell resides, may be found, and has its principal office in this District.  

In addition, some events, actions and omissions giving rise to this claim may have occurred in 

this District insofar as Honeywell's predecessor Warren NJ was incorporated pursuant to the laws 

of New Jersey, and may have maintained managerial or other offices relating to corporate 

decisionmaking in this District. 

 

ADDITIONAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. The Site and Off-Site Area 
 

30. The Site consists of Parcels 8 and 9 of the Queens West Development area, and 

the portion of Center Boulevard between Parcels 8 and 9, as described in more detail below. 

31. The Queens West Development area is a 44-acre property designated for 

revitalization by QWDC's parent corporation, ESD.  Within the Queens West Development 

construction is complete for seven residential buildings (over 2,600 units of housing), over 
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120,000 square feet of retail space, public streets and utilities, a public school, and ten acres of 

public parkland and recreation areas.  In the future, the project will include four additional 

residential buildings, three additional acres of park land, a second public school, and the public 

library planned for Parcel 8. In developing the project, QWDC has worked with private sector 

development partners, including Avalon II and Avalon North.   

32. Parcel 8 is bounded on the north by 47th Road, on the east by Center Boulevard, 

on the south by Gantry Plaza State Park adjacent to 48th Avenue (historically known as 6th 

Street), and on the west by Peninsula Park. 

33. Parcel 9 is bounded on the north by 47th Road, on the south by 48th Avenue 

(historically 6th Street), on the west by Center Boulevard, and on the east by Fifth Street. 

34. In addition, the Site includes that portion of Center Boulevard (a city street of the 

City of New York) and adjacent sidewalks that lies between Parcels 8 and 9.  This portion of 

Center Boulevard is bounded on the north and south by 47th Road and 48th Avenue, respectively.    

35. The Off-Site Area consists of property to the immediate south and west of Parcel 

8 and Center Boulevard.  

36. A figure of the Site is attached hereto as Exhibit "A."  

B. Operations at the Warren Chemical Works 
 
37. According to historic sources, operations at the Warren Chemical Works on the 

Site commenced around 1855.    

38. Warren NY managed, directed, and conducted the operations of the Warren 

Chemical Works on the Site until approximately 1899.   

39. Upon information and belief, Warren NY owned the Warren Chemical Works 

during Warren NY's operations at the Site.  
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40. The operations of the plant on-Site utilized substantial amounts of coal tar as raw 

material for manufacturing processes. 

41. During operations of the plant the Warren Chemical Works produced materials 

and products related to paving and roofing, including but not limited to: tar paper, paving 

asphalt, tarred felts, roofing cement (also known as asphalt cement), light oil, benzole, naphtha, 

dead oil, creosote oil, carbolic acid, anthacine oil, lizerine oil, and pitch. 

42. These products and materials were produced via processes that included the 

distillation and boiling of coal tar and naturally-occurring asphalt in large boilers and stills.   

43. The materials and fluids utilized in the processes on-Site, including coal tar, were 

stored and held in large tanks and boilers ranging in size up to 10,000 barrels. 

44. In the course of the Warren Chemical Works' operations, the following types of 

equipment were present and utilized on the Site: pumps, tanks, condensers, boilers, kettles, 

dryers, steam stills, and storage areas. 

45. Warren NY sold its products under the name "Warren Chemical and 

Manufacturing Co." 

46. The following description of operations at the Warren Chemical Works was 

published in 1866: 

Warren Chemical Wks.: C.M. Warren, pres.; W.R. Warren, sec. & treas. 
of the Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co. of LI City.  At one time the 
company, the oldest in this line of business in the country, handled all the 
coal tar in NY and vicinity.  
 
Coal tar, the crude material, come[s] from gas houses. ... This coal tar is 
distilled. … The first product is light oil and from that we get benzole and 
naphtha.  ...  The next grade of oil produced is what is known as dead oil 
from which is produced creosote oil and carbolic acid. ... Further 
distillation of the coal tar produces anthacine oil used in making lizerine 
oil.  The final residue of the tar is pitch.  Thick paper called felt, saturated 
with coal tar by the proper process, makes two and three-ply roofing.   
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(Long Island City Star, "Warren Chemical Wks," April 16, 1866, 2:7.) 

47. Over time the operations at the Warren Chemical Works came to include the 

processing of substantial amounts of asphalt material imported from Trinidad, in amounts up to 

one thousand tons per month. 

48. The 1866 Long Island City Star article described the processing of asphalt and 

coal tar at the Warren Chemical Works as follows:  

The principal business of the Warren Co. now is found in the utilization of 
Trinidad asphalt which is worked up in various ways at these works at the 
rate of one thousand tons monthly.  Roofing cement is made among other 
things which is designed to, and does take the place of coal tar cement. … 
Nine days and nights are required for the process of transformation in the 
stills.  One of the firm's coal tar tanks has a capacity of 10,000 barrels…. 

 
(Id.) 
 

49. In 1892, Warren NY erected improvements to the Site, including a boiler house 

and boilers. 

50. The Long Island City Star reported these improvements as follows: "[t]he Warren 

Chemical & Mfgs. Co. of 6th St. have jyst [sic] completed a costly boiler house and placed 

therein three 80 HP boilers.  The building is entirely of brick and 34 x 34 [sic] in dimension.  

They have also put up on their extensive grounds a new brick office building 14 x 20 ft. and two 

stories high."  (Long Island City Star, July 15, 1892, 4:3.)  

51. Operations continued at the Site during the late 1890s.   

52. Continued Site operations are evidenced by the following historic atlases which 

show the Warren Chemical Works at the Site:  

(i) 1873 F.W. Beers atlas showing "Warren Chemical and Manufacturing 

Co."; 
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(ii) 1891 Wolverton Atlas of Queens Co., showing "Warren Manufacturing 

Co."; 

(iii) 1898 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, showing "Warren Chemical & 

Manufacturing Company."   

53. Upon information and belief, throughout the operations at the Warren Chemical 

Works, fires and industrial accidents resulted in the release and disposal of coal tar 

contamination into the soil and groundwater at the Site. 

54. A fire occurred at the Site in June 1868 caused by the boiling over of a kettle of 

tar. 

55. Coal tar was released and disposed of on-Site as a result of the June 1868 fire. 

56. A newspaper account of the June 1868 fire stated as follows: 

On Thursday morning last the factory of the Warren Roofing Co. at the 
foot of 6th St. had a narrow escape by the boiling over of a large kettle of 
tar which took fire and spread through the building used for the 
preparation of the tar for roofing purposes.  Some 30 or [4]0 men are 
employed about the works and all hands were instantly set to work … 
carrying sand, large quantities of which were lying on the dock for the 
purpose of smothering the fire.  In a short time they had succeeded in 
literally burying the entire room and its contents in which the fire 
originated. 

 
("Fires," Long Island City Star, June 5, 1868, 2:2.)   

57. In June, 1871, another fire occurred at the plant on-Site.  (Long Island City Star, 

June 30 1871, 3:2.)  

58. In September 1891 another fire occurred at the plant on-Site. 

59. The New York Times reported the September 1891 fire as follows: "[f]ire broke 

out at midnight … in the Warren Chemical Works, at the foot of Sixth and Seventh Streets, Long 
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Island City.  It was burning steadily at 2 o'clock.  It was impossible to make an estimate of the 

loss."  (New York Times, "Chemical Works Burned," Sept. 30, 1891.) 

60. In addition, upon information and belief, coal tar contamination was released and 

disposed of into the soil and groundwater on the Site from the operations of the Warren 

Chemical Works as a result of activities and occurrences including but not limited to: (i) waste 

disposal activities to trenches or other conveyances, and/or (i) leaks from processing equipment. 

C. Barrett Acquires Warren NY 
 
61. In 1898 or 1899, Barrett acquired Warren NY. 

62. Upon acquisition of Warren NY, Barrett succeeded to Warren NY's liabilities, 

including liabilities arising from operations at the Site. 

63. A 1944 Honeywell document summarizing the history of Barrett states that in 

1898 the "Barrett Mfg. Co. acquired … Warren Chemical & Mfg. Co."  (The Barrett Division 

Chronological History, at 4 (July 11, 1944), attached hereto as Exhibit "B".) 

64. Another Honeywell document summarizing the history of Barrett states that in 

1899 the "Barrett Manufacturing Co. acquired … Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co."  

(Barrett Division Chronology, at 1, attached hereto as Exhibit "C".) 

65. Barrett admitted that it acquired the "business and property" of the Warren 

Chemical & Manufacturing Company in June 1899, in a court document filed in 1913 in a 

federal anti-trust action brought by the United States against Barrett in the Southern District of 

New York, United States v. American Coal Products, Case No. 10/124 (In Equity) (S.D.N.Y. 

Injunction Entered March 4, 1913) ("American Coal Products").   
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66. At the time of Barrett's acquisition of the Warren Chemical & Manufacturing 

Company, Warren NY was the only company in existence known as "Warren Chemical & 

Manufacturing Company."   

67. Barrett's acquisition of the "business and property" of Warren NY included, upon 

information and belief, the plant on the Site. 

68. In court filings in American Coal Products, Barrett admitted the following 

allegations regarding the course of events surrounding its acquisition of Warren NY: 

In June, 1899, the business and property of the Warren Chemical & 
Manufacturing Company was purchased by the Barrett Manufacturing 
Company and the principal officers and Directors of the said Warren 
Company, John C. Runkle, and Thomas M. Rianhard, … became officers 
and Directors of the said Barrett Company.  The business of the Warren 
Chemical & Manufacturing Company was enlarged to include the 
marketing in various States of the line of products manufactured by … 
[Barrett], all of which business is conducted by the said Barrett Company 
under the name of the Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Company …. 

 

D. Warren NJ is Incorporated in August 1899 
 

69. In August 1899—at least two months after Barrett acquired Warren NY—a new 

entity, Warren NJ, was incorporated. 

70. Upon information and belief, Warren NJ was incorporated by Barrett for the 

purpose of carrying on the business of Warren NY under the same trade name, the "Warren 

Chemical & Manufacturing Co."  The incorporation of Warren NJ allowed Barrett to carry on 

the business of Warren NY under the same trade name. 

71. Upon information and belief, after Barrett's acquisition of Warren NY, Warren 

NY ceased ordinary operations, and shortly thereafter transferred those operations to Warren NJ, 

including the ownership and operations of the Warren Chemical Works at the Site.  
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72. All of Warren NJ's stock was owned by Barrett and its officers and directors at all 

relevant times. 

73. Warren NJ continued and expanded Warren NY's business, and continued to sell 

products under the name "Warren Chemical & Manufacturing Co." 

74. Barrett admitted the facts set forth in the preceding paragraphs numbered 68, 71 

and 72 in its American Coal Products filings. 

75. Upon information and belief, Warren NJ assumed all liabilities of Warren NY, 

including liabilities arising from operations at the Site. 

76. In the late 1890s, upon information and belief, the following persons served as 

officers and/or directors of Warren NY: Frederick M. Billings, as President and Treasurer; 

Thomas M. Rianhard, as Secretary; William H. Childs as a director of Warren NY; and John C. 

Runkle as officer of Warren NY.   

77. Upon information and belief, shareholders of Warren NY immediately prior to 

Barrett's acquisition of Warren NY included Frederick M. Billings, Thomas M. Rianhard and 

William H. Childs.   

78. After Barrett's acquisition of Warren NY, Thomas M. Rianhard and John C. 

Runkle became officers and/or directors of Barrett, which owned all of Warren NJ's stock. 

79. William H. Childs, director and shareholder of Warren NY, later became a 

prominent figure within Barrett, serving ultimately as Chairman of the Board of The Barrett 

Company. 

80. Upon information and belief, the same individuals held ownership and managerial 

interests in Warren NY prior to Barrett's acquisition of Warren NY, and in Warren NJ after the 
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acquisition, including but not limited to Thomas M. Rianhard, William H. Childs, and John C. 

Runkle. 

81. Upon information and belief, employees of Warren NY became employees of 

Warren NJ and/or Barrett after Barrett's acquisition of Warren NY. 

82. Warren NJ succeeded to Warren NY's liabilities, including liabilities arising from 

operations at the Site. 

E. Operations Continue at the Site After Barrett  
 Acquires Warren NY and Incorporates Warren NJ 
 
83. Operations continued for approximately ten or more years at the Warren 

Chemical Works after Barrett acquired Warren NY and incorporated Warren NJ. 

84. In October 1899, an engineer from the Warren Chemical Works appeared in the 

Court of Special Sessions in Queens, NY, to speak regarding public nuisance violations that had 

been issued to the plant on-Site resulting from black smoke conditions emanating from the plant.    

85. According to one newspaper account of the court proceedings: 

John Agnew of the Warren Chemical Works, [appeared] next.  He is the 
engineer, and it developed that no one was present to represent the 
concern.  Dr. Lusk[, Deputy Sanitary Superintendent of the Borough of 
Queens,] stated to the court that the indifference of the firm was a fair 
sample of the way business concerns considered the notices of the 
Department of Health.   

 
(Long Island City Daily Star, "Hearing in Black Smoke Cases," October 4, 1899 at 1.) 

86. In December 1900, the Board of Directors of Warren NY met and resolved to 

dissolve the corporation.   

87. In January 1901, Warren NY dissolved. 

88. After Warren NY dissolved, the Warren Chemical Works remained on the Site. 
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F. Operations Continue at the Site After Warren NY Dissolves  
 
89. Warren NJ continued operations at the Site after the dissolution of Warren NY. 

90. After January 1901, the "Warren Chemical and Manufacturing Co." appears in the 

historical documentary record as occupying and operating at the Site, and only Warren NJ, 

Barrett's subsidiary, was in existence at the time. 

91. Historic atlases of Site conditions in 1903 and 1908 show "The Warren Chemical 

& Mfg. Co." on the Site at those times.  (E. Belcher Hyde, Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Long 

Island City and Newtown (1903); E. Belcher Hyde, Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Long Island 

City, 1908 (1913), attached hereto as Exhibits "D" and "E" .) 

92. A 1909 historic map atlas shows "The Warren Chemical Co." on the Site.  (G.W. 

Bromley & Co., Atlas of the City of New York Borough of Queens, From Actual Surveys and 

Official Plans (1909), attached hereto as Exhibit "F".) 

93. Upon information and belief, as a result of Warren NJ's continuation of Warren 

NY's Site operations, the release and disposal of coal tar contamination into the soil and 

groundwater at and under the Site occurred throughout Warren NJ's operations at the Site. 

94. A photo on file in the New York Public Library titled "Refinery and Works of the 

Warren Chemical and Manufacturing Co., Long Island City, NY," shows the Warren Chemical 

Works in operation, with what appear to be barrels or boilers, as well as what appear to be brick 

structures and chimneys at the Site.  (Image, "Refinery and Works of the Warren Chemical and 

Manufacturing Co., Long Island City, NY," attached hereto as Exhibit "G".)  The photograph of 

the Warren Chemical Works was, upon information and belief, taken at some time prior to 1907 

because the Queensboro Bridge, which spanned the East River in 1907, would be visible from 

the photo's perspective, but does not appear in the background of the image. 
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95. Operations of the Warren Chemical Works ceased sometime between 1909 (the 

last date that the Warren Chemical Works is now known to be documented on-Site), and 1915. 

G. Honeywell Succeeds to Barrett's Interests in Warren NY and NJ 
 

96. Barrett operated Warren NJ as a subsidiary until 1913, when pursuant to a court 

order issued in American Coal Products Warren NJ became a division of Barrett.   

97. Upon Warren NJ becoming a division of Barrett, Barrett succeeded to Warren 

NJ's liabilities, including liabilities arising from operations at the Site. 

98. In 1916, Barrett's corporate title was changed to The Barrett Company. 

99. In 1920, The Barrett Company merged with several other companies to form the 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation ("Allied"), and was later operated as the Barrett Division of 

Allied. 

100. In 1958, Allied changed its name to Allied Chemical Corporation, and in 1981 to 

Allied Corporation. 

101. In 1985, Allied merged with the Signal Companies to form Allied-Signal Inc. 

102. In 1999, Allied-Signal merged with Honeywell to form Honeywell International, 

Inc. 

103. Honeywell is the successor to the liabilities of Warren NY, Warren NJ, and 

Barrett, through the chain of successorship described above. 

104. Accordingly, Honeywell is responsible for the liabilities resulting from: (i) 

Warren NY's releases and disposals of hazardous substances at the Site, (ii) Warren NJ's releases 

and disposals of hazardous substances at the Site, and, (iii) to the extent Barrett owned the plant 

and/or controlled operations at the Site as Warren NY and Warren NJ's corporate parent, 

Barrett's releases and disposals of hazardous substances at the Site. 
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105. Honeywell has admitted that it is the successor-in-interest to Barrett in a response 

to an information request from the EPA dated October 16, 2009 relating to historic 

contamination at the Gowanus Canal in Brooklyn, New York, to which Barrett is an alleged 

historic contributor. 

H. Plaintiffs Undertake Investigation and Remediation of the Site and Off-Site Area 
Under Supervision of NYSDEC 

 
106. Pursuant to the BCA for Parcel 9, Avalon, through its environmental consultants 

and engineers, completed a remedial investigation of Parcel 9 as approved by NYSDEC to 

delineate the coal tar contamination.  In addition, Avalon prepared and submitted a remedial 

action work plan ("RAWP") to NYSDEC, obtained approval for the RAWP from NYSDEC, and 

implemented the approved RAWP for Parcel 9.  NYSDEC issued a Certification of Completion 

for the work undertaken at Parcel 9 under the BCA. 

107. The RAWP for Parcel 9 included the remediation of substantial coal tar 

contamination on Parcel 9, within the former footprint of the Warren Chemical Works. 

108. QWDC and Avalon have incurred approximately $14 million of investigation and 

remediation costs for coal tar contamination at Parcel 9 in accordance with DEC-approved work 

plans.  QWDC and Avalon continue to incur costs to implement the site management plan for 

Parcel 9. 

109. Pursuant to the BCA for Parcel 8, QWDC and Avalon have undertaken through 

their environmental consultants and engineers, an investigation of Parcel 8 and the Off-Site Area 

to delineate the coal tar contamination.  The remedial investigation revealed substantial coal tar 

contamination within the former footprint of the Warren Chemical Works and areas adjacent 

thereto.   
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110. QWDC and Avalon have undertaken a pilot test of a potential remedial 

technology to remediate the coal tar contamination present at Parcel 8.  QWDC and Avalon have 

prepared and submitted a Parcel 8 RAWP for NYSDEC review and approval, including the 

remediation of the coal tar contamination on the property, and will implement the RAWP as 

approved by NYSDEC.  

111. To date, QWDC and Avalon have incurred approximately $1 million or more in 

costs in connection with the investigation of Parcel 8 and the Off-Site Area, the pilot test, and the 

planned remediation of Parcel 8. 

112. Pursuant to the VCA for Center Boulevard, QWDC through its environmental 

consultants and engineers prepared a remedial investigation work plan to delineate the coal tar 

contamination at Center Boulevard.  The remedial investigation work plan was approved by 

NYSDEC and QWDC completed the remedial investigation.   

113. The remedial investigation of Center Boulevard revealed substantial coal tar 

contamination present within the former footprint of the Warren Chemical Works. 

114. Pursuant to the terms of the VCA, QWDC prepared and submitted a RAWP for 

Center Boulevard for remediation of coal tar contamination, and will implement the RAWP as 

approved by NYSDEC. 

115. To date, QWDC has incurred approximately $500,000 or more in costs in 

connection with the remedial investigation and proposed remediation of Center Boulevard. 

116. In response to the coal tar contamination, QWDC and Avalon have incurred 

consultants' and attorneys' fees to investigate and identify potentially responsible parties for the 

coal tar contamination.  
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117. The coal tar contamination revealed during investigations was distributed through 

the subsurface in a manner which was physically and hydrogeologically consistent with an 

ongoing release and disposal of coal tar from the operations of the Warren Chemical Works. 

118. Remedy selection under the BCP and VCP programs is subject to NYSDEC's 

regulation and oversight.   

119. Work conducted under NYSDEC's BCP and VCP, including selection of 

remedies, is subject to public input and comment pursuant to NYSDEC's regulations and 

guidance.   

120. Under the VCP, remedy selection involves, among other things, an engineering 

analysis and examination of the following factors for a proposed remedy: (1) Protection of 

Human Health and the Environment; (2) Applicable Standards, Criteria, and Guidance; (3) 

Short- and Long-term Effectiveness and Impacts; (4) Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, or 

Volume; and (5) Implementability.  (NYSDEC VCP Program Guide, at 17-18 (2002).) 

121. Under the BCP, an alternatives analysis is required pursuant to the BCP statute 

and NYSDEC's Part 375 BCP Regulations.  E.g., ECL § 27-1413; 6 NYCRR § 375-2.8.   

122. QWDC and Avalon have conducted an alternatives analysis for remedy selection 

relating to Parcel 9, Center Boulevard, and Parcel 8, to the standards set forth in the BCP statute 

and/or NYSDEC's Part 375 BCP Regulations.  E.g., ECL § 27-1413; 6 NYCRR § 375-1.8.   

123. The costs incurred by QWDC and Avalon in response to the coal tar 

contamination are consistent with, and not inconsistent with, the NCP. 

124. The coal tar contamination consists largely of naphthalene. 

125. Naphthalene is a hazardous substance under CERCLA. 
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126. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Humans Services, naphthalene is 

a toxin, a health hazard with demonstrated acute and chronic effects on human health, and is 

reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen. 

127. To date Plaintiffs have incurred approximately $16 million or more in response 

costs consistent with the NCP relating to the investigation and remediation of the coal tar 

contamination. 

128. Total NCP-compliant response costs, past and future, for the investigation and 

remediation of the coal tar contamination at the Site and Off-Site Area are estimated at $20 

million or more.  These costs are hereinafter referred to as the "Response Costs." 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(CERCLA – Cost Recovery) 

129. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 through 128 of this Complaint as if set 

forth fully herein. 

130. CERCLA § 107(a)(1)-(4)(B), empowers "any . . . person" to recover "necessary 

costs of response" incurred "consistent with the national contingency plan," plus interest, 

"notwithstanding any other provision or rule of law."  42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(1)-(4)(B).  In the 

event of (1) a release or threatened release, (2) from a facility, (3) of a hazardous substance, (4) 

which causes incurrence of response costs, persons incurring response costs can recover from 

any entity that falls within the four categories of parties deemed liable under CERCLA.  Id. 

131. The four classes of responsible parties under CERCLA include: (1) the current 

owner or operator of a facility, (2) any person who owned or operated any facility at the time of 

disposal of hazardous substances, (3) any person who arranged for disposal or treatment of 
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hazardous substances, and (4) any person who accepts hazardous substances.  42 U.S.C. § 9607 

(a)(1)-(4).  

132. "Hazardous substances" under CERCLA are listed at 40 C.F.R. § 302.4 and 

includes substances that the EPA has listed, or with respect to which EPA has taken action, under 

a variety of other environmental laws.  42 U.S.C. § 9601(14)(A), (C)-(F). 

133. Parcel 8, Parcel 9, and Center Boulevard are each a separate "facility" within the 

meaning of CERLCA § 101(9) because each is a place "where a hazardous substance has been 

deposited, stored, disposed of or placed, or otherwise come to be located."  42 U.S.C. § 9601(9). 

134. The coal tar contamination and its chemical constituents, including naphthalene, 

are "hazardous substances" within the meaning of CERCLA § 101(14).  42 U.S.C. § 9601(14).   

135. Honeywell and its predecessors Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett are "persons" 

within the meaning of CERCLA § 101(21).  42 U.S.C. § 9601(21).   

136. Honeywell's predecessors Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett were, at the 

relevant times of disposal of coal tar contamination at the Site, the entities who managed, 

directed, and conducted operations at the Warren Chemical Works on-Site, and therefore are 

"operators" within the meaning of CERCLA §§ 101(20)(A) and 107(a).  42 U.S.C. § 

9601(20)(A); § 9607(a). 

137. Honeywell's predecessors Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett were the owners of 

the Warren Chemical Works at the time of disposal of hazardous substances, and as such are 

"owners" within the meaning of CERCLA §§ 101(20)(A), 107(a).  42 U.S.C. §§ 9601(20)(A); 

9607(a).   

138. Honeywell's predecessors Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett arranged for 

disposal of hazardous substances at the Site with intent to dispose, including the disposal of 
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hazardous substances following accidents and fires. As such Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett 

"arranged for disposal" of coal tar contamination on the Site within the meaning of CERCLA § 

107(a)(3).  42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(3).   

139. There has been a "release" and "disposal" of coal tar contamination at the Site 

within the meaning of CERCLA §§ 101(22) and 107(a).  42 U.S.C. §§ 9601(22); 9607(a). 

140. Plaintiffs are "persons" within the meaning of CERCLA §§ 101(21) and 107(a).  

42 U.S.C. §§ 9601(21); 9607(a). 

141. The release and disposal of coal tar contamination at the Site, and Honeywell's 

failure to remediate that contamination, has caused Plaintiffs to incur necessary costs of response 

within the meaning of CERCLA §§ 101(25) and 107(a)(4)(B).  42 U.S.C. §§ 9601(25); 

9607(a)(4)(B).   

142. Plaintiffs have incurred approximately $16 million or more and projected that 

they could incur in excess of $20 million in Response Costs. 

143. All of Plaintiffs' Response Costs have been and will be incurred in order to 

investigate and remediate the coal tar contamination.   

144. All Response Costs incurred and to be incurred by Plaintiffs are consistent with, 

and not inconsistent with, the National Contingency Plan, 40 C.F.R. § 300 et seq.   

145. Honeywell has succeeded through mergers and acquisitions to the liabilities of 

Warren NY, Warren NJ, and Barrett. 

146. Honeywell is therefore liable to Plaintiffs, jointly and severally, for Plaintiffs' 

Response Costs plus interest in an amount to be determined at trial, including the costs of 

ongoing operation and maintenance of any remedial system and/or site management activities 
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until such time as any such action is no longer required, pursuant to CERCLA § 107(a).  42 

U.S.C. § 9607(a). 

147. Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment that Honeywell shall be liable for 

necessary future costs of response consistent with the NCP in subsequent actions for further costs 

relating to the coal tar contamination, pursuant to CERCLA § 113(g)(2).  42 U.S.C. § 

9613(g)(2). 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Legal and/or Equitable Restitution) 

148. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 through 147 of this Complaint as if set 

forth fully herein. 

149. In the event Plaintiffs do not recover in whole or part on their First Claim for 

Relief, Plaintiffs plead in the alternative cause(s) of action for legal and/or equitable restitution. 

150. Honeywell is and was aware that Plaintiffs have incurred and will incur costs and 

expenses in response to coal tar contamination released and disposed of by its predecessors. 

151. Honeywell owes a continuing duty to remedy the harm caused by the coal tar 

contamination caused by Honeywell's predecessors' actions and inactions. 

152. The costs and expenses incurred and to be incurred by Plaintiffs in response to the 

coal tar contamination should be borne by Honeywell. 

153. Honeywell has received a benefit as a result of Plaintiffs' actions to investigate 

and remediate the coal tar contamination insofar as Honeywell should have borne the costs and 

expenses of such investigation and remediation. 

154. Honeywell has accepted the benefit of Plaintiffs' actions to investigate and 

remediate the coal tar contamination. 
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155. Honeywell has failed, and continues to fail to remedy the harm caused by its 

predecessors' actions and inactions. 

156. Because Plaintiffs have suffered harm and incurred past and future costs and 

expenses that should have been borne by Honeywell, Honeywell has been unjustly enriched at 

Plaintiffs' expense. 

157. An injustice would result if Honeywell did not reimburse and make whole 

Plaintiffs for costs and expenses incurred and to be incurred in response to the coal tar 

contamination. 

158. Honeywell is liable to Plaintiffs in restitution by law, statute, equity, or otherwise 

for damages in an amount to be determined at trial, including but not limited to the Response 

Costs. 

WHEREFORE, upon all of the foregoing, Plaintiffs seek judgment against Honeywell as 

follows: 

i. Declaring Honeywell liable to Plaintiffs jointly and severally under 
CERCLA for the Response Costs plus interest; 

  
ii. Ordering Honeywell to pay Plaintiffs recompense and damages in 

the amount of the Response Costs plus interest pursuant to its 
CERCLA liability; 

 
iii. Declaring Honeywell liable to Plaintiffs for necessary future costs 

of response consistent with the NCP in subsequent actions for 
further costs relating to the coal tar contamination, pursuant to 
CERCLA § 113(g)(2); 

 
iv. In the alternative, declaring Honeywell liable in restitution for the 

Response Costs, and ordering Honeywell to pay Plaintiffs 
recompense and damages in the amount of the Response Costs 
pursuant to its liability in restitution; and 

 
v. For such further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
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Dated: New York, New York 

January 18, 2013 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
SIVE, PAGET & RIESEL, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
 
 
__s/Paul D. Casowitz____________ 
PAUL D. CASOWITZ (PC-2311) 
460 Park Avenue  
New York, New York 10022 
(212) 421-2150  
(212) 421-1891 (fax) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

To: John M. Agnello, Esq.  
 Carella, Byrne, Cecchi, Olstein,  

   Brody & Agnello, P.C. 
 5 Becker Farm Road 
 Roseland, New Jersey  07068 
      (973) 994-1700 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the annexed AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, with exhibits, was served this January 18, 2013, upon the following 
counsel via this Court’s Electronic Case Filing system: 
 

Carella Byrne Cecchi Olstein Brody & Agnello  
5 Becker Farm Road  
Roseland, NJ 07068  
 

Attention: 
Eric Magnelli      
John Michael Agnello      
Melissa E. Flax      

 
 
 

SIVE, PAGET & RIESEL, P.C. 

 
 

By:      ___s/Paul D. Casowitz__________  
 Paul D. Casowitz  

        
Dated:  New York, New York     

January 18, 2013  
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